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Kovetz, Line Intensity Mapping Status Report (2017)



Briefly: 
why bother 
(“low” redshift 
case)
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What do you need in an instrument
• Small signal = lots of detectors 


• Access to wide range of scales with lots of detectors, so… 
radio interferometry


• many telescopes, across at least 1km x 1km 


• big correlator


• Large volume = 


• wide survey : large FOV, or ability to steer (or both)


• redshift range: wide bandwidth feeds (200-1100MHz) with 
well-controlled bandpass response
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Biggest challenge: foreground emission
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CHIME Collaboration 2022

Sky map from CHIME Experiment
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Figure 8. Frequency-dependence of the di↵erent foregrounds and the cosmological signal along lines of sight with di↵erent galactic
latitudes (given in the top right corner of each panel). The e↵ect of Faraday decorrelation increases as we approach the galactic plane,
making the subtraction of the polarization leakage more challenging.

Oppermann et al. (2012). These datasets are displayed in
Figure 6.

We have studied the angular distribution of these fore-
grounds as well as their frequency dependence. Figure 7
shows the angular power spectra of the di↵erent foreground
components compared to the cosmological signal that we
expect to measure, which is several orders of magnitude
smaller.

Figure 8 shows the frequency dependence of the di↵er-
ent components along lines of sight with di↵erent galactic
latitudes (b = 70o, 40o and 20o from top to bottom). We can
see that most foreground components are smooth in fre-
quency, and should therefore be amenable to standard sub-
traction techniques. The leaked polarized synchrotron, on
the other hand, has a non-trivial frequency structure, and

could be extremely challenging to subtract. This problem
becomes more important closer to the galactic plane, since
the galaxy becomes “thicker” in Faraday-space, and the ef-
fects of Faraday rotation are more relevant. For this reason,
special e↵ort has been invested into verifying that our mock
maps of the polarized synchrotron emission are statistically
sensible.

5.2.1 Polarized foregrounds.

According to the model described in section 4.2.3, the contri-
bution of the polarized synchrotron to the foregrounds is de-
scribed by two extra parameters, namely the Faraday-space
correlation length ⇠ and the polarization leakage fraction
✏p. While the latter depends entirely on the instrument de-
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Foregrounds are bright but smooth in frequency

Signal is dim but not 
smooth in frequency



What do you need in R&D to solve all of this?
• PUMA-32k would be ~7000PFlops for full correlation. Using FFT-based 

correlation reduces this to ~100Pflops. Requires:


• uniform telescopes


• Early demonstrations from fiberglass dishes developed in Canada 
(developed for SKA, will be used in HIRAX and CHORD)


• real-time gain calibration


• explore digitizing at the focus, also requires ps-timing distribution 
across km-scale interferometer. Allows flexible calibration, 
minimizes gain variations from analog signals carried on long fiber


• precise beam calibration


• Current state of the art uses sky signals in varying ways (calibration 
off of celestial signals and satellites)


• New directions mainly involve aerial platforms (drones, ‘helicopters’, 
fixed wing planes and gliders, etc) 
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What do you need in Analysis R&D to solve all of this?

• Calibration strategies: how to use the data we have more 
effectively


• Beam modelling (including EM sims at scale)


• Foreground removal strategies: Lots of ongoing work in 
developing and applying filters (eg CHIME used a filter based 
on HERA for recent results) 


• end-to-end simulations at scale that can include a wide 
variety of systematics.


• RFI removal


• Real-time calibration needs development
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